LAPHROAIG
ISLAY SINGLE MALT
SCOTCH WHISKY

CAIRDEAS

Triple Wood
Original Cask Strength
Matured in Ex-Bourbon, Quarter
and Oloroso Sherry Casks

Each year our Distillery Manager, John Campbell, crafts a limited edition malt to celebrate the Friends of Laphroaig® and friendship ("Cairdeas" in Gaelic). Cairdeas 2019 showcases a special triple maturation, first maturing in ex-bourbon barrels, second maturation in quarter cask and then a third maturation in European oak casks previously use for Oloroso sherry. Creamy flavours of vanilla and fruit, with a suggestion of sherry sweetness, perfectly complement Laphroaig’s signature peatiness. Cask strength. We recommend that you add twice as much water as whisky to fully appreciate the characteristic of whisky at cask strength.

(2019 alc. 59.5% vol.)

CAIRDEAS
FINO CASK FINISH
FOR THE FRIENDS OF LAPHROAIG

Each year our Distillery Manager, John Campbell, crafts a limited edition malt to celebrate the Friends of Laphroaig® and friendship ("Cairdeas" in Gaelic). This 2018 Cairdeas bottling showcases a double maturation in first fill ex-bourbon casks then Fino Sherry Hogsheads, sourced from the bodegas of Spain. Carefully matured between warehouse number 8 and 10, this Cairdeas has notes of toasted almond, dried fruit and sea salt that perfectly complement Laphroaig’s signature peatiness. Barrler filtered, non chill filtered, the result is a unique expression to be savoured by Friends of Laphroaig®, old and new.
Laphroaig Cairdeas - friendship distilled. To find out more about Laphroaig® visit: www.laphroaig.com

(2018 alc. 51.8% vol.)

CAIRDEAS
CASK STRENGTH QUARTER CASK
FOR THE FRIENDS OF LAPHROAIG

Each year our Distillery Manager, John Campbell handcrafts a limited edition malt to celebrate the Friends of Laphroaig and friendship ("Cairdeas" in Gaelic). This 2017 bottling is a Cask Strength Quarter Cask, which uses the art of ageing in smaller casks to create more intense maturation through greater contact with the American oak. Fully matured in Warehouse No.1, a soft creamy sweetness is created from the quarter cask that perfectly complements Laphroaig’s signature peatiness. Barrier filtered, not
chill filtered, the result is a unique expression to be savoured by Friends of Laphroaig, old and new. Laphroaig Cairdeas - friendship distilled. To find out more about Laphroaig visit: www.laphroaig.com (2017 alc. 57.2% vol.)

CAIRDEAS
MADEIRA CASK
FOR THE FRIENDS OF LAPHROAIG

Each year our Master Distiller, John Campbell, handcrafts a limited edition malt to celebrate friendship (“Cairdeas” in Gaelic). This 2016 bottling features fully-matured Laphroaig aged in ex-bourbon barrels before being artfully married together for a second maturation in Madeira seasoned traditional hogsheads. The result is a unique expression to be savoured by Friends of Laphroaig, old and new. Laphroaig Cairdeas — friendship distilled. To find out more about Laphroaig visit: www.Laphroaig.com

CAIRDEAS
200TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION
FOR THE FRIENDS OF LAPHROAIG

Each year our Master Distiller, John Campbell, crafts a limited edition malt to celebrate friendship (“Cairdeas” in Gaelic). The result is a unique expression to be savoured by Friends of Laphroaig, old and new. Laphroaig Cairdeas - friendship distilled. To find out more about Laphroaig visit: www.laphroaig.com (2015 Alc. 51.5% Vol.)

CAIRDEAS
CASK STRENGTH QUARTER CASK
FOR THE FRIENDS OF LAPHROAIG
BOTTLED 2014

Each year our Master Distiller, John Campbell, handcrafts a limited edition to celebrate friendship (“Cairdeas” in Gaelic). The 2014 bottling includes double matured Laphroaig from bourbon barrels and Amontillado seasoned traditional hogsheads. This results in a unique expression to be savoured by Friends of Laphroaig old and new. Laphroaig Cairdeas - friendship distilled To find out more about Laphroaig visit: www.laphroaig.com (2014 alc.51.4% vol.)

AN CUAN MòR
TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

Inspired by the Atlantic upon which the Laphroaig distillery sits, An Cuan Mor (“Big-Ocean”) is composed from a selection of many casks - each batch hand-selected for its exceptional flavour by our Master Distiller. All have been matured in first fill ex-bourbon barrels in Warehouse No.1 - just a stone’s throw from breaking waves. This whisky is then carefully re-casked and left to sleep in the finest European Oak. The result is an extraordinary fusion of flavours, from the unmistakable peat of our spirit, to the
soft and spicy caramel tones of the American wood, to the big, rich "burnt apricot and raisin" notes that European oak is so famous for. Any cloudiness when mixed with water is normal for a whisky that hasn’t been chill-filtered. To find out more about Laphroaig visit: www.laphroaig.com

(20xx 48% vol.)

QA CASK
DOUBLE MATURED
TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

The first maturation of QA is in ex-bourbon barrels, followed by a transfer to new American white oak barrels (quercus alba). This second intense maturation creates a blend of peat smoke balanced with warm, spicy vanilla notes. The length of time this powerful stage takes varies, meaning each cask is carefully selected by hand to ensure the exact balance of flavours and a warm natural colour. To find out more about Laphroaig visit: www.laphroaig.com

(1litre 40% alc./vol.)
PX CASK
BOTTLED AT 48% ABV
TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

Laphroaig PX Cask is a special expression of our Famous whisky which has enjoyed a final subtle maturation in PEDRO XIMENEZ CASKS that formerly contained PX sherry, known for its rich aroma and flavour. This style of maturation brings together 3 types or barrels ex-bourbon, 19th century style Quarter Casks and finally Pedro Ximenez casks. The result is a full and subtly richer LAPHROAIG with a long and complex finish.

(1litre 48% alc./vol.)

BRODIR
PORT WOOD FINISH

"Brodir" meaning Brother in ancient Norse, celebrates Scotland’s long connection with the Nordic region and culture. This Port Wood finish expression has been specially selected for Travel Retail from only the finest double matured Laphroaig.

(20xx Batch 002 alc.48% vol.)

LORE
THE RICHEST OF THE RICH

‘Lore’ is the passing of a skill or tradition through word of mouth. Encapsulating the craft passed down from generation to generation over two centuries, Laphroaig Lore is our richest expression ever. Liquid drawn from a selection of aged casks has crafted a rich and deep malt with distinctive smoke, peat and seaside minerality. This is our story. This is Laphroaig Lore. Non Chill Filtered Become a friend of Laphroaig www.laphroaig.com

(201x alc.48% vol.)

FOUR OAK
MATURED IN FOUR DIFFERENT CASKS
FOR A UNIQUELY PEAT-SMOKE MALT
TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

Four different casks are selected by hand; ex-bourbon barrels, quarter casks, virgin American oak barrels and European oak hogsheads. This complex combination creates a golden, creamy peat-smoked Islay malt with warm, toasted vanilla notes and hints of sandalwood, pine, fir and willow. Vigilance and craftsmanship hold the key to this amazing fusion of flavours.

Beam Suntory UK Ltd. www.drinksart.com

(201x 1litre alc.40% vol.)
THE 1815
LEGACY EDITION
RICH DRIED FRUITS AND SIGNATURE PEAT-SMOKE
CREATED TO CELEBRATE TWO CENTURIES OF OUR HISTORY
TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

For over two centuries our distillery managers have worked to perfect the most richly flavoured of all Scotch whiskies. Savour the notes of soft oak and rich, dried fruits complementing our signature peat-smoke and salty wash. This exceptional edition has now been created by our current distillery manager, John Campbell as a tribute to the managers who have gone before him.

Beam Suntory UK Ltd. www.drinksmart.com

AGED 15 YEARS
THIS LIMITED EDITION OF OUR FAMOUS WHISKY IS MATURED FOR 15 YEARS TO CELEBRATE THE 200th ANNIVERSARY OF LAPHROAIG.

In celebration of the 200th anniversary of Laphroaig, this unforgettable 15 Year Old liquid will be celebrated and savoured around the world. Mildly smoky, this liquid has a soft dryness and just a hint of the sea.

18 Years Old
This 18 Year Old expression of Laphroaig is made in limited quantities each year and savoured by a fortunate few. A soft, sweet and spicy Islay peat smoke greets you when you first open the bottle. The immediate taste is an oak sweetness, from 18 years in the barrel. A faint hint of the sea can detected, testimony to its time maturing on the remote island of Islay. Bottled at 48% ABV and non-chill filtered for a depth of taste and texture. Enjoy neat or with a splash of water. www.laphroaig.com

TRIPLE WOOD
BOTTLED AT 48% ABV
NON-CHILL FILTERED

The Most Richly Flavoured of all Scotch Whiskies Matured in ex-bourbon barrels and Quarter casks. Then finished in European oak. The expression of our famous whisky has enjoyed a triple maturation. First it is aged in ex-bourbon barrels, Then in small 19th century style Quarter Casks. The final maturation is in large European Oak Casks, resulting in the perfect marriage of peat, oak and subtle sherry Sweetness. Please note Triple Wood may go cloudy in the glass when water is added. This is perfectly normal for a non-chill filtered whisky. www.laphroaig.com

www.laphroaig.com
Original Cask Strength Laphroaig whisky is a pure single Islay malt bottled at natural distillery strength. The whisky’s rich flavours come through as never before because the whisky has not been chill-filtered. This gives a depth of genuine taste and texture normally associated with sampling a whisky at source.

We mature Laphroaig whisky in seasoned oak barrels and this imbues the whisky with the heart and strength of the wood. These barrels are charred before filling to impart the slight sweet vanilla nuttiness of the oak. Original Cask Strength Laphroaig whisky is barrier-filtered only, to remove the small char particles that are present, but this filtering does not change or lessen the flavour in any way. In extremes of temperature it may appear a little cloudy - this is natural condition of a malt of such peaty pungence and uncompromising purity.

The choice is yours, but we recommend that you add twice as much water as whisky to fully appreciate the lingering taste characteristics of Original Cask Strength Laphroaig whisky. Whisky at cask strength quickly overpowers the palate, but adding water will release a rich aroma of peat smoke with some sweetness and strong hints of the sea.

Emphatic, full-bodied and utterly unforgettable. (It is written on the outer box)

Original Cask Strength Laphroaig whisky is the authentic way to experience the rugged character of our uncompromising Scotch whisky.

It is a pure single Islay malt bottled at natural distillery strength. This gives a depth of genuine taste and texture normally associated with sampling a whisky at source.

The choice is yours, but we recommend that you add twice as much water as whisky to fully appreciate the lingering taste characteristics of Original Cask Strength Laphroaig whisky.

Whisky at cask strength quickly overpowers the palate, but adding water will release a rich aroma of peat smoke with some sweetness and strong hints of the sea.
Emphatic, full-bodied and utterly unforgettable. (It is written on the label of the bottle.)

Emphatic, full bodied and utterly unforgettable. 10 Year Old Original Cask Strength Laphroaig is the authentic way to experience the rugged character of our uncompromising Scotch whisky. It is an Islay single malt that is barrier-filtered only and bottled at natural distillery strength. This gives a depth of genuine tasting and texture normally associated with sampling a whisky at its source.

We recommend that you add twice as much water as whisky to fully appreciate the taste characteristics of Original Cask Strength Laphroaig. Whisky at cask strength may overpower the palate, but adding water will release a rich aroma of peat smoke with some sweetness and strong hints of the sea.

www.laphroaig.com (It is written on the label of the batch001-010's bottle.)

Emphatic, full bodied and utterly unforgettable. 10 Year Old Original Cask Strength Laphroaig® whisky is an Islay single malt bottled at natural cask strength. The whisky’s rich flavours come through as never before because the whisky has not been chill-filtered. This gives a depth of genuine taste and texture normally associated with sampling a whisky at its source.

We mature Laphroaig® whisky in seasoned oak cask and this imbues the whisky with the heart and strength of the wood. There casks are charred to import the slight sweet vanilla nuttiness of the oak. Original Cask Strength Laphroaig® is barrier-filtered only to remove the small char particles that are present, but this filtering does not change or lessen the flavour in any way. In extremes of temperature it may appear a little cloudy-this is the condition of a malt of such peaty pungence and purity of flavour.

We recommend that you add twice as much water as whisky to fully appreciate the taste characteristics of Original Cask Strength Laphroaig®. Whisky at cask strength may overpower the palate, but adding water will release a rich aroma of peat smoke with some sweetness and strong hints of the sea.

(written on the batch 10's outer box)
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